60,000 psi [4150 bar] Intensifier Pump

MotoJet™ X, designed to be used
exclusively with FlowCare, offers
ultimate uptime and reliability.

Specifications
Horsepower
30/50 hp

As part of FlowCare, Flow will own and maintain the
topworks assembly during the duration of the plan,
while the remaining pump assembly unit is wholly

Orifice Size
0.010"/0.014" [0.245 mm/0.356 mm]

owned by you, the customer. Flow ensures the
unit is always properly maintained, allowing you to

Flow Rate

focus on what matters —
 uninterrupted production.

0.62/0.91 gal/min

At the end of your FlowCare term, you can
choose to remain on FlowCare and continue

Max Generated Pressure

using the MotoJet X intensifier, opt to purchase

65,000 psi [4800 bar]

an ESL intensifier, or even upgrade to other pump
technologies. The MotoJet X is modular in design,

Max Operating Pressure

making this an easy switch.

60,000 psi [4150 bar]

Features & Benefits
Full-Service Maintenance

Validated Design

Flow provides full-service maintenance for the MotoJet X,
which greatly reduces the requirements of your staff.

The MotoJet X has been rigorously tested and has
proven pump life — all built by the same engineers who
developed the HyperJet®, our highest performing pump.

Longest-Life Solution
Easily Upgrade to Other Pump Technology

Go longer between maintenance intervals and see
maximized uptime and production.

95% Uptime Guarantee

Your MotoJet X can be easily upgraded to other pump
technologies, included any future pumps designed to be
compatible with the platform.

If your machine is down, business is down. With the new
MotoJet X intensifier pump, Flow is guaranteeing 95%

Equipped with Waterjet Connect™

uptime.

Every MotoJet X pump comes equipped with Waterjet
Connect —
 your unique waterjet account, accessible
from desktop and mobile.

User-Friendly Pump Enclosure
Convenient, user-friendly design: air assisted lifting top,
removable side panels for full maintenance accessibility,
handle-integrated status light, interior work light, and
sound deadening materials.
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Complete flexibility with a versatile
pump, designed around the everchanging needs of your business.
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